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Abstract
Politeness strategy is a strategy that used by the people in order to safe and satisfy the hearers’ face. This strategy mainly used in everyday communication and interaction. This research used qualitative research and aimed to find what are politeness strategies used by the member of Student Youth Community (SYC). This research conducted in Widya Gama University with 15 members of SYC who involved as the research subject. The result of this research showed that there are four strategies used by the Members of SYC. They are bald on record, positive politeness strategy, negative politeness strategy, and off record strategy. From 277 utterances, 116 utterances of them recognized as bald on record (42%), 110 utterances as positive politeness (40%), 18 utterances as negative politeness (6%), and 33 utterances as off record (12%). Therefore, it can be concluded that bald on record as the dominated strategy that used by the members of SYC. It means that, during the discussion and interaction, the members of SYC tend to use direct strategy.
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INTRODUCTION

Pragmatics is a branch of linguistics which focuses on the meaning of the sentence. In term of communication, pragmatics deals with the meaning of utterance that depends on the speaker and the context or situation. Basically, Yule (1996) scrutinizes definition of pragmatics into four aspects. First, He defines pragmatics as the study of speaker meaning. He emphasized on meaning delivering by the speaker and what listener interpret. In this context, pragmatics analyzing focuses with the study of meaning delivered by the speaker and defined by the listener. It concerns with the analysis of the meaning of people’s utterance rather than the meaning of word or phrase literally.

In the second aspect, Yule (1996) relates pragmatic to studying contextual meaning. He described that pragmatic studying meaning depending on the context. Meaning that people need to consider about to whom they are talking to, the time and the place and the circumstances where the conversation occurs. In this type, the speaker needs to know in what context or situation he/she talking in. Besides, the speaker also has to consider their utterance based on who is the hearer talking with.

In the third aspect, Yule (1996) stated pragmatic as the invisible meaning. He explained that things which are unspoken to the speaker also considered as part of what the speaker delivered. It implies that pragmatic also concern with meaning delivered by the speaker even it is unspoken. As the last aspect, Yule (1996) explained pragmatic as a study of the expression of relative distance. He emphasized that the pragmatic also depends on the relation between the speaker and the listener. He indicated that in conversation, the speaker will consider how much he/she needs to say according to how close the listener is.

In addition, Griffiths (2006) explained that pragmatic concerning in the utilize of speech in a situation, concerning the way to manage to express more than what is exactly the semantic of sentence encoded. Horn and Ward (2006) also stated that pragmatics is the research of situation-suspended feature of meaning which is methodically parted away from in the interpretation of substance or rational type. Thomas (2013) added that Pragmatics is an utterance produced by the speaker and hearer which is not inherent to the words alone. Meaning that in speaker's utterance, there is a meaning which comes from a dynamic process. This concept engaging the compromise of meaning between speaker and hearer, the background of utterance (substantial, societal, and language) and the potential meaning of the utterance.
Hence, it can be concluded that pragmatic is a study which concerns about the meaning of language or utterance that considered by some factors such as the context, someone that the speaker talking with, and the relation between the speaker and the listener. Therefore, the understanding of the pragmatic is about the meaning that related to the utterance and the context in communication.

Politeness deals with human's act and behavior in treating someone. In society, politeness basically concerns about the etiquette and attitude of people when communicate or interact with each other. Based on Brown (2015) explained that there are three kinds of politeness. First, politeness as social rules, in this definition, politeness defines as a concept of rules in social behavior, rules for speak and manner stemming normally from a high level of person or community. Secondly, politeness as obedience to politeness maxims. It is an option method obtains the place that the linguistic forms of politeness are not about the subjective rule but are made by universal rule. Thirdly, politeness as face management, this definition puts ‘face work’ at the center of politeness.

Furthermore, according to Spencer-Oatey (2008), in everyday life, politeness is often interpreted as the use of proper and respectful language relatively, for instance, proper expression such as ‘Sir’ or ‘Madam’, request term like ‘would you be so kind as to... ..,’ and proper term of gratitude and apology. Furthermore, politeness is a social thought, and speakers are considered to be polite or impolite relying on what they say in what context. In this case, politeness is an issue about suitability.

In conclusion, politeness is the use of an appropriate word in appropriate context. Politeness concern with language use in the society which means that in communication, people should consider about social rules in every context or situation. Thus, the communication and interaction must follow the rules which related to the language norm in society.

There are some theories about politeness strategies proposed by the experts. First, types of politeness strategies by Lakoff (1973). Lakoff (1973) in Ahmed (2016) claimed that politeness phenomena happened when the language users preferred a set of strategies in their utterance. She also added that politeness as a method of interpersonal connections intended to assist communication by reducing the possible clash and argument inherent in all individual deviation. According to her, there are three rules of politeness strategies; 1) don’t impose, 2) give option, 3) make a feel good.
In addition, there are also a theory from Leech (2014) who stated that there are 10 types of politeness strategies namely: give a high value to O’s wants (generosity maxim), give a low value to S’s wants (tact maxim), give a high value to O’s qualities (approbation maxim), give a low value to S’s qualities (modesty maxim), give a high value to S’s obligation to O (obligation of S to O maxim), give a high value to S’s opinions (agreement maxim), give a low value to S’s opinions (opinion-ricetence maxim), give a high value on O’s feelings (sympathy maxim), and give a low value to S’s feelings (feeling-reticence maxim).

Meanwhile, according to Brown and Levinson (1987) there are four types of politeness strategies. First, bald on record strategy; it is a direct strategy. The speaker uses this strategy to express the utterance clearly and briefly without any redress. This strategy used when the speaker does nothing to minimize the listener's face. This type commonly using by people who know each other very well such as a friend. Second, positive politeness; it is adjusted to gratify listener's positive face. It means that speaker indicates his recognition, acceptance, readability, and solidarity with the hearer. This strategy using some mechanisms, there are claim common ground with the listener, deliver that speaker and listener are cooperator and satisfy listener’s want. Third, negative politeness; it is a type of politeness which concerns on how to satisfy listener's negative face. It deals with respect behavior. By doing this strategy, the speaker has a purpose to stress listener's authority. This strategy's results are helpful for keeping social distance. The last is off record strategy; it is an utterance that has a purpose. When speaker using off record strategy, he/she not only give a direct information, but he/she also has their own purpose. In simply, this strategy using indirect language in the communication between speaker and listener.

In this research, the researcher decided to use politeness strategies theory by Brown and Levinson (1987). It is because the types of politeness strategies that provided by Brown and Levinson (1987) are more specific than other theories. Besides, Brown and Levinson’s theories have covered all of the politeness strategies that commonly used in speakers’ utterance.

METHODOLOGY
This study deals with describing politeness strategies used by the members of SYC. This research used the qualitative research method with case study design. Qualitative research was chosen because this research aims at obtaining an information about the use of politeness strategies used by the members of SYC Community. Creswell (2014) stated that qualitative research was chosen by the researcher when the researcher tries to find and set up the sense
of occurrence from the participants’ view. It indicates to recognize a culture-sharing group and learning how it expands shared model of action over the occasion. One of important thing of collecting data in this method is to investigate the behavior of the participants throughout their activity. The data were collected by using observation with video-recorded from three different meetings. Observation guide were used as the instrument of the research.

The research subject in this research were the participants of SYC Widya Gama Mahakam University. SYC was chosen by the researcher because this community is one of the English club community in Widya Gama Mahakam University Samarinda. In this research, the researcher observed three meetings of SYC in three weeks because the researcher wanted to know the use of politeness strategy among the members during three meeting in a row.

In order to collect the data, the researcher made an observation guide as the instrument. Then the researcher came to the class when the meeting started. During observation, the researcher recorded the conversation and interaction among the members during the meeting by using a recorder. Then, in order to make it easy, the researcher wrote the script from the video record for collecting data and deciding the sections of the utterances which have the forms of politeness strategies.

The pragmatic analysis used in this research was based on Brown and Levinson’s politeness strategies. The data were analyzed based on the model analysis introduced by Miles et. al (2014), which involves data condensation, data display and conclusion. In order to simplify the data, the researcher reduced the data using data coding.

**FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION**

This section describes the result of the analysis of the utterances by the member of SYC. From the subjects of the research, the researcher found there are 277 utterances during three meetings that consists of 116 utterances of bald on record, 110 utterances of positive politeness, 18 utterances of negative politeness and 33 utterances of off record strategy. Based on the analysis, the researcher found that all of the members of SYC used all types of politeness strategies from Brown and Levinson (1987) theory. In general, the use of politeness strategies in SYC community is represented in the chart below:
(1) Bald on record

Bald on record is basically depicted as a type of utterance expressed directly by the speaker. Meaning that, the speaker tells the hearer about what he/she wants explicitly and directly. In this strategy, the researcher found that there are 116 utterances of bald on record strategy. The use of bald on record strategy by the member of SYC Community consists of eight types of strategy. They are 25 utterances of maximum efficiency (22%), four utterances metaphorical urgency for high valuation of hearer’s friendship (3%), four utterances of task-oriented/paradigmatic form of instruction (34%), six utterances of sympathetic advice or warnings (5%), 12 utterances of granting permission (10%), six utterances of welcoming (5%), an utterance of farewell (1%), 22 utterances of offer (19%). The distribution can be seen in the following figure.

**Excerpt 31 (Task Oriented)**

P11: Just speak, right?
P7 : Ya. Just speak
P2 : **Andi first!**

The conversation above showed that speaker employs bald on record strategy namely task oriented. The word "**Andi first!**" in the utterance above showed the use of task oriented because in his utterance, the speaker (P2) gave a task to the hearer to be the first to deliver the answer.
Positive politeness strategy is a strategy which used by the speaker to satisfy hearer’s positive face. This strategy aims to fulfill the interest, needs, wants, and goods of the hearer. In this strategy, the researcher found that there are 110 utterances of positive politeness strategy. The use of positive politeness strategy by the member of SYC Community consists often types of strategy. They are four utterances of maximum notice attend to hearers (4%), four utterances of exaggerate (4%), 41 utterances use in group identity maker (37%), 20 utterances of seek agreement (18%), five utterances of avoid disagreement (5%), seven utterances of joke (6%), four utterances of offerand promise (4%), four utterances of include both S and H in the activity (4%), 17 utterances of give or ask reason (15%), four utterances of give gift to hearer (4%). The distribution can be seen in the following figure.

Excerpt 117 (Notice attend to hearer)

P2 : Make it slowly.
P3 : Very slowly.
P2 : And make e.. speak aloud.
P12: Speak loudly. **Ok, so again more slowly and loud.**

The conversation above showed that the speaker employed positive politeness strategy namely notice attend to hearer. The word “**Ok, so again more slowly and loud**” showed the use of notice attend to hearer. The utterance showed that the speaker (P12) pay attention to
the hearer’s need. The speaker knew that the hearer was confused because she speaks too fast. As the way of fulfilling the hearer's need, she repeated her speech slowly.

**Figure 3 The Use of Positive Politeness Strategy**

![Positive Politeness Strategy Graph]

(3) Negative Politeness Strategy

Negative politeness strategy deals with respect behavior. The main purpose of this strategy is to satisfy the hearer’s negative face and to keep social distance. In this strategy, the researcher found that there are 18 utterances of negative politeness strategy. The use of negative politeness strategy by the member of SYC Community consists of three types of strategy. They are six utterances of question hedge (33%), 10 utterances of apologize (56%), and two utterances of impersonalize speaker and hearer (11%). The distribution can be seen in the following figure.

**Excerpt 227 (Question hedge)**

P2: It’s just e... just example.
P: (laughing)
P1: So, this is the real one ya. **I think it could be start from you.**
P2: Ya.
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The conversation above showed that speaker employed negative politeness strategy namely question hedge. The word “**I think it could be start from you**” showed the use of question,
hedge. In this utterance, the speaker (P1) asked the hearer to start the game. By using this strategy, the speaker (P1) wanted to soften command and turned it into polite suggestion.

**Figure 4 The Use of Negative Politeness**

(4) Off Record Strategy

Off record strategy is an indirect strategy. In doing this strategy, the speaker uses indirect utterance because he wants the hearer to interpret the meaning of his utterances. In this strategy, the researcher found that there are 33 utterances of off record strategy. The use of off record strategy by the member of SYC Community consists of five types of strategy. They are five utterances of give hints (15%), 12 utterances of use contradiction (36%), two utterances of use rhetorical question (6%), three utterances of over generalize (9%), and 11 utterances of be incomplete use elipsis (33%). The distribution can be seen in the following figure.

**Excerpt 245 (Give hints)**

P3: You lie you lie
P8: You twenty eight
Ps: Sstttt...

The conversation above showed that speaker employed off record strategy namely give hints. The clue “Sstttt...” showed the use of give hints. The utterance above showed that the participants was disturbed by the speaker (P3,P8) because they were noisy. The participants said that utterance to give a clue to the speakers and hoped the speakers know what they mean. In this case, the participants hoped the hearers to be quiet.
This study aims to answer a research question. 

**Research question: what are politeness strategy used by the member of SYC Community?**

To answer this question, the researcher had conducted observation in three meetings. As the result, from the total number of 277 utterances, the researcher found 116 were used bald on record strategy, 110 used positive politeness strategy, 18 used negative politeness strategy, and 33 used Off-record strategy. Bald-on record strategy is the most widely used by the subject, followed by positive politeness strategy in the second position. Off record and Negative politeness strategy in the third and fourth position.

In this research, bald on record strategy is the most used strategy. It indicates that the member of SYC Comunity is highly used directness in their utterance. It is similar to Brown and Levinson theory (1987) who stated that bald on record is a direct strategy which used by the speaker in order to express the utterance clearly and briefly without any redress.

**CONCLUSION**

This study aimed to investigate the politeness strategy used by the member of English Club in Widya Gama University namely SYC Community. The research focused on the types of politeness strategy that used by the member of SYC Community while they conducted their meeting. To gain the data, the researcher did the observation for three meetings in a row.
Based on the research findings and discussion in the previous chapter, the researcher concludes that all politeness strategies can be found in the member's utterances. The researcher found out that there are 277 data of utterances. The data contain 116 data of bald on record strategy, 110 data of positive politeness strategy, 18 data of negative politeness strategy, and 33 data of off record strategy. It indicates that bald on record strategy noted as the dominant strategy. Meanwhile, negative politeness strategy is the less dominant strategy.
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